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Abstract

In this work, the implementation of fully embedded electrical resistance
strain gauges was studied for a hybrid material system. The samples were
laminated using carbon-fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) and tungsten. The
raw materials and the adhesive used for bonding strain sensors were char-
acterized to understand the overlapping sources of non-linearity and error.
Test-specific correction functions for thermal output were determined for
strain gauge measurement and comparative fiber Bragg grating (FBG) mea-
surement. The strain accumulation in the fiber direction during the cool-
down phase of different cure cycles was analyzed using a finite element simu-
lation. According to the results, embedded electrical resistance strain gauges
can be used to determine thermal expansion of a hybrid laminate at an ac-
ceptable accuracy when thermal output is compensated using case-specific
correction functions accounting for measurement setup, stiffness of the gauge
bonding adhesive, and embedding.
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1. Introduction1

Residual stresses are inevitable in multimaterial systems when continuous2

strain distributions prevail between material components with different ther-3

mal or hygroscopic expansion coefficients [1, 2]. Residual stresses can lead to4

warping, loss of mechanical properties and premature debonding in adhesive5

joints [3], laminated composite structures [4], and large 3-D printed parts [5].6

Ultimately, local residual strains can exceed the yield or first failure strain7

limit of material.8

Simulations of residual stresses for systems of isotropic materials on dif-9

ferent length-scales have been published extensively (e.g. [6, 7]). Models10

of thermal strains in composite and hybrid systems can be found as well11

[8, 9]. Realistic simulation of crack onset and delamination growth in metal-12

composite hybrids require verified data of residual strains to compute the13

elastic strain energy stored in the structure prior to external, mechanical14

loading [10]. However, it is well known that exact thermal expansion coeffi-15

cients for hybrid materials are difficult to acquire [11].16

Residual stresses in structures are determined experimentally by first17

measuring strains. Residual strains have been measured successfully in com-18

posites using fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors embedded between the (pre-19

preg) layers during the lay-up of the composite. FBG can be used to measure20

matrix shrinkage strain [12], to monitor laminate curing process in-situ [13],21

and to determine strains based on the transverse stress effect [14]. Addi-22

tionally, optical fibers with FBG sensors are advantageous in multiplexing23

techniques, e.g. for quasi-distributed structural monitoring [15, 16]. However,24

optical fibers are mechanically weak, e.g. compared to electrical resistance25

strain gauges, and care must be taken to place them within the lay-up [17]26

and thread out the fiber ends from the composite structure [18]. Also, appar-27

ent thermal output of FBG sensors (false strain indication) cannot be greatly28

adjusted [15], which means that the determined residual strain is prone to29

errors due to assumed bonding of the sensor to the matrix polymer or lam-30

inate surface at high temperatures. In turn, foil strain gauges are relatively31

adjustable and mechanically robust yet their strain indication is sensitive to32

numerous error sources [19]; by applying appropriate error compensation,33

thermal expansion of composite materials can be determined [20]. However,34

especially for carbon-fiber-reinforced composites with negative thermal ex-35

pansion coefficient, the correct absolute value of residual strain per laminate36

cure cycle is difficult to obtain via embedded strain gauge placement [21].37
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Technically, the smallest measurable strain for FBG and strain gauge sys-38

tems is limited only by the noise or drift due to signal amplification and39

faulty connectors.40

Other direct methods for residual strain measurements exist, e.g. methods41

based on surface strains and metal crystal structure, though the output tends42

to be scattered [22, 23]. Several indirect methods for determining residual43

strains exist, i.e. the strain distributions are calculated based on measure-44

ments of a secondary quantity. Typically, the deformations of a structure are45

measured along the free surfaces, e.g. using a length scale, profilometer or46

material tester [24, 25, 26]. Even in the case of strain gauges or FBG sensors47

attached on free surfaces, the internal stress state must be computed using48

a suitable model of the material system in question.49

In conclusion, the determination of residual strains in composite or metal-50

composite hybrid structures with embedded sensors is evidently more impor-51

tant and challenging where higher is the stiffness and weaker are the inter-52

faces between the constituent materials. In this study, we focus our efforts on53

residual strains in a satellite enclosure material where carbon-fiber-reinforced54

plastic (CFRP) is laminated with tungsten (W) foils [27]. Due to the very55

high stiffness of the constituent materials, the deformations due to thermal56

loads are small and the stresses are high. We analyze the application of57

strain gauges for measuring internal residual strains directly by embedding58

the gauges into the hybrid structure. We apply typical cure cycles recom-59

mended by the manufacturer for a modern out-of-autoclave process. Correc-60

tion functions are determined for a robust strain measurement system. The61

strain gauge measurement results are compared with measurements using62

FBG sensors, laser profilometry and a finite element simulation.63

2. Materials and Methods64

2.1. Epoxy samples for 3-point bending65

Three-point bending samples were prepared to study the behavior of the66

epoxy resin that was used later for bonding strain gauges and optical fibers67

on samples. The resin was a room-temperature-curing epoxy resin (Araldite68

LY 5052, Aradur 5052 hardener, Huntsman International) mixed using a69

hardener-resin ratio of 38% (weight/weight). A mould (20 cm × 20 cm) was70

filled with the resin up to nominal 6 mm thickness and cured at ambient71

conditions. Samples were cut to dimensions (15 mm × 80 mm × 6 mm)72
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(l × w × t) using a circular saw. Before the testing, the samples were post-73

cured and dried in a vacuum oven for three days (50 �, 5·104 Pa vacuum74

pressure).75

2.2. Tungsten samples76

Tungsten was acquired in a rolled foil form (99.95% purity, 50 µm thick-77

ness, Alfa Aesar GmbH). Samples of two different sizes were cut to account78

for possible 3-D effects (19 mm × 70 mm & 19 mm × 38 mm). Both sizes79

were used for calibrating the strain gauge and optical fiber measurements by80

studying the measured thermal expansion. Additionally, the latter was used81

for preparing CFRP-tungsten hybrid samples.82

2.3. Carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) samples83

CFRP was prepared using a pre-preg tape (areal weight of 300 g/m2,84

Advanced Composites Group, Umeco) consisting of MTM 57 epoxy-based85

resin (32% (weight/weight), ACG, UK) and unidirectional (UD) M40J(12K)86

carbon-fibers (Toray, USA). The nominal thickness of a pre-preg layer was87

0.29 mm. The pre-preg was used for preparing two different types of sam-88

ples: Firstly, thermal expansion of fully cured CFRP was studied using a89

UD laminate sample with final sample dimensions of 41 mm × 20 mm ×90

8 mm and a lay-up of [030]. The laminate was built on an aluminium mould,91

covered by a vacuum bag and cured using a traditional autoclave (ramp92

1.1 �/min, 1 h dwell at 120 �, 8·104 Pa vacuum pressure). A layer of93

release film against the mould and a peel ply layer on top of the laminate94

was stacked under the vacuum bag. The sample was cut into shape using a95

circular diamond saw and a grinding machine.96

Secondly, the interaction between curing CFRP pre-preg and embedded97

strain sensors was studied using a UD laminate sample with final dimensions98

of 39 mm × 19 mm × 6.25 mm and a lay-up of [010/S/0/S/010] where ’S’99

refers to a sensor (FBG sensor / strain gauge). The laminate was built in100

a silicone mould (see Section 2.6) where the mould with the laminate was101

vacuum bagged and cured in an air-circulating oven (cure cycle in Fig. 1).102

Two layers of peel ply fabric were placed between the laminate and the103

silicone mould cover.104

2.4. CFRP-tungsten hybrid samples105

Residual strains and thermal expansion were studied for CFRP-tungsten106

hybrid material. Laminates consisted of CFRP and tungsten (W) layers107
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Figure 1: The cure cycle used for preparing CFRP and studying CFRP-W hybrid samples.

defined above and were stacked, using a lay-up of [014/W/07], into a silicone108

mould (see Section 2.6). The tungsten layers were degreased using acetone109

before the bonding of a sensor. The final dimensions of the samples were110

38 mm × 19 mm and the nominal thickness was 6 mm. The laminate and111

the mould was vacuum bagged and the curing was controlled using an air-112

circulating, digitally controlled oven (see Fig. 1 for cure cycle). Two layers113

of peel ply fabric were placed between the laminate and the silicone mould114

cover. For the samples with sensors, a configuration of [014/W/S/07] was115

used (’S’ refers to an FBG sensor and strain gauge).116

2.5. Test setup for 3-point bending117

The 3-point bending tests were performed using a testing machine (Elec-118

tropuls E 3000, Instron) with a 3 kN load cell, 3-point bend test setup and119

an air-circulating chamber. The tests were performed in ambient laboratory120

conditions and also at 90 �; load head displacement-rate of 2 mm/min was121

used. The samples for the elevated temperature testing were kept inside the122

oven for a minimum of 15 minutes prior to testing to let temperature sta-123

bilise inside the samples. A pre-force of -15 N was applied prior to actual test124

start. Force-deflection data was acquired for making comparisons of flexural125

strength and stiffness at different test conditions. The flexural moduli were126

calculated over the linear range using least squares fitting. Five samples per127

temperature were tested.128

2.6. Test setup for sensor calibration and residual stress measurements129

The sensor calibration with the tungsten foil samples and studies of CFRP130

thermal expansion were performed using a housing with a balsa core and131
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Figure 2: Sample preparation and the schematic of the test setup and housing used for
sensor calibration.

glass-fiber-reinforced plastic covers (see Fig. 2) and the entire setup was132

packed inside a vacuum bag. The housing allowed free as possible expan-133

sion of the sample materials in vacuum conditions. For the studies of resid-134

ual strains in the CFRP-tungsten samples, a silicone mould with two sample135

slots was used, as illustrated in Fig. 3. To avoid breakage of the optical fibers136

due to pressing by the vacuum bag, two CFRP plates were mounted and held137

at the edge (15 mm) of the mould, to form a smooth exit out of the silicone138

mould for the fibers. Local temperature inside the mould and housing were139

monitored and recorded synchronously (Signasoft 6000, Peekel Instruments,140

NL) with strain measurements. For the temperature measurements, Pt-100141

sensors (RTF4-2, Labfacility, UK) were placed inside the housing and mould142

and also outside the vacuum bag, fixed on top of the housing. Vacuum con-143

dition (pressure difference) of 4 ± 2 ·104 Pa was used for all the tests. A144

minimum of five cycles per sample type were measured. The influence of145

vacuum and the silicone mould on measurement data was studied via sup-146

plementary testing.147

2.7. Strain gauges148

Strain measurements were carried out using high-temperature resistant,149

three-wire strain gauges (KFRP-5-120-C1-1, Kyowa Electronic Instruments).150

These gauges have a polyimide gauge base and operation temperature range151

of -196–200 �. The gauges had an adoptable coefficient of thermal expansion152
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Figure 3: Sample lamination and the schematic of the test setup and mould used for
residual strain measurements.

(CTE) of 1.0 µm/(m�) according to the manufacturer. The gauges were at-153

tached to the raw material samples using the epoxy resin defined above (see154

Section 2.1) to form a strong bond with the tungsten foil surface. The bond-155

ing epoxy was first let to cure in ambient laboratory conditions, which after156

the bond was post-cured (tungsten and CFRP samples) or laminated into157

a CFRP-tungsten hybrid. The resistance changes in the gauges were mon-158

itored and recorded using a multipoint amplifier (Peekel Instruments, NL)159

and the manufacturer’s analysis software (Signasoft 6000). Gauges were con-160

nected via (recorded) quarter-bridge connection. The three-wire connection161

was used to minimize the false strain indication due to the resistance change162

in the lead wires [28].163

The gauge manufacturer offers several fitted correction factors for the164

different thermal effects in a generalized case. However, in this study, it165

was needed to accurately observe the strain caused by the CTE mismatch166

in the hybrid material samples. Due to the robust test setup and need for167

measuring the effective expansion (i.e. no need to distinguish between cure168

shrinkage, thermal expansion and hygroscopic strains), a test setup-specific169

correction function, Cr(T ), was defined here:170

εcorrected(T ) = εRD(T ) + Cr(T ), (1)

where171

Cr(T ) = − [εRD,c(T ) − αm,c(T − T0)] , (2)
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and εRD,c is the raw data from a calibration test, T0 is the ambient (initial172

& final) temperature of the calibration cycle, and αm,c is the first (linear)173

coefficient of thermal expansion of the calibration material. The correction174

function for the strain gauges was determined using the pure tungsten foil175

as a calibration sample (see Section 2.2) and a regression was applied to the176

cool-down phase. The fundamental background of the strain gauge error177

sources is given in Appendix A.1.178

2.8. Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors179

Comparative strain measurements were carried out using optical fibers180

with FBG sensors. The acquisition system was a W3/1050 Series Fiber181

Bragg Grating Interrogator (Smart Fibers Ltd) with a wave-length range182

of 1510–1590 nm. The interrogator was operated using a Remote Interface183

W3 WDM (version 1.04) and all the fibers with the FBGs were individually184

tailored by Instituto de Telecomunicações (Aveiro, Portugal).185

In this study, a thermal-strain compensation sensor (collocating sensor)186

was located in each fiber 20 mm apart from the actual measuring sensor187

bonded to the sample. The measuring sensor was either embedded inside188

the sample material (i.e. CFRP) or adhesively bonded using the epoxy resin189

defined above (see Section 2.1). Due to the fact that the compensation190

sensor does not experience exactly the same temperature as the measuring191

sensor, and also due to the epoxy bonding, an additional correction function192

was determined as defined by Equation 1. The correction function for the193

FBG sensors in this study was determined using the pure tungsten foil as194

a calibration sample (see Section 2.2). The fundamental background of the195

thermal compensation using a collocating sensor is given in Appendix A.2.196

2.9. Profilometry197

Due to the anisotropic thermal expansion of CFRP and also due to the198

asymmetric lay-up, the CFRP-tungsten samples bend during a cure cycle.199

Overall surface shape on a CFRP sample was measured using 3-D optical200

profilometer (InfiniteFocus G5, Alicona); the surfaces were analyzed with-201

out any preparation at a ×5 magnification and 0.4–3.5 µm resolution. Local202

measurements on hybrid samples were performed using a laser profilometer203

(Wyko NT1100, Veeco); a region of 5 mm × 4 mm was measured and the204

radiuses of curvature were determined in the lateral and longitudinal direc-205

tion using least squares fitting. Prior to local measurements, a thin layer of206

gold was sputtered over each sample surface to enhance reflectivity.207
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2.10. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)208

A field emission gun scanning electron microscope (ULTRAplus, Zeiss)209

was used for studying the bonded sensors. Cross-sectional microscopy sam-210

ples were extracted from the CFRP-tungsten hybrids using a diamond saw,211

embedded in a moulding glue, polished and gold-coated prior to imaging.212

2.11. Thermo-mechanical analysis213

The thermo-mechanical properties, i.e. glass transition temperature, Tg,214

and the exotherm during curing, were studied for the bonding epoxy, pre-preg215

and fully cured CFRP. Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) was216

performed for UD CFRP samples (1.84 mm × 4 mm × 40 mm) in the fiber217

direction using a Pyris Diamond DMA (PerkinElmer) at 1 Hz frequency in a218

single cantilever mode. The curing and development of Tg were analyzed for219

the bonding epoxy after curing in ambient laboratory conditions and for the220

CFRP pre-preg (in β-stage) using a DSC 204 F1 (Netzsch) dynamic scanning221

calorimeter (DSC). Four samples per analysis were applied for CFRP and two222

samples for the bonding epoxy.223

2.12. Finite element analysis (FEA)224

The residual strain distribution in the CFRP-tungsten hybrid was simu-225

lated using a finite element code Abaqus/Standard 6.14-2 (Simulia, Dassault226

Systèmes). The three-dimensional CFRP geometries were meshed using lin-227

ear hexahedrons with enhanced bending behaviour (C3D8I) and the tung-228

sten layer using quadratic full-integrated elements (C3D20). The materials229

were presumed to behave in a linear-elastic manner throughout the simulated230

temperature range; the input material properties of tungsten and CFRP are231

given in Table 1. The interface between the CFRP parts and the tungsten232

layer was modelled using cohesive elements (COH3D8) to allow natural in-233

terface response. The cohesive law parameters were fitted based on 3-point234

bend testing, and power laws were used to define damage onset and full nodal235

release, as reported in our previous study [29]. The input parameter values236

are given in Table 2. As a boundary condition, only the free-body motion237

was prevented by applying zero translation to X, Y and Z-direction for a238

single element in one end of the model. Thermal loading of ∆T = -98 �239

was applied over the model to simulate residual strains due to the cool-down240

phase of the real sample manufacture. The model and the applied coordinate241

system are shown in Fig. 4.242
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Figure 4: Finite element model and the applied coordinate system in this study.

Table 1: Young’s moduli and shear moduli, E, Poisson’s ratios, ν, and coefficients of
thermal expansion, CTE, used for the finite element modelling of the hybrid sample. The
coordinate system for material directions is given in Fig 4.

Engineering constant (unit) CFRP [27] Tungsten [30]

Exx (GPa) 191.5 410
Eyy, Ezz (GPa) 6.3 410
Exy, Eyz, Exz (GPa) 7.2 (160.2)
νxy, νyz, νxz ( - ) 0.31b 0.28
CTExx (10−6 1/�) -0.952a 4.5
CTEyy, CTEzz (10−6 1/�) 43.85a 4.5
a Value based on testing, see Section 3.3
b νxz approximated based on νxy

Table 2: Properties of the cohesive zone modelling. Directions 1, 2 and 3 refer to opening,
shearing and twisting crack tip opening. [29]

Parameter (unit) value [29]

Cohesive stiffness, K (N/m3) 1 · 1015

Cohesive strength, τ1, τ2, τ3 (MPa) 95, 95, 95
Critical strain energy release rates, GIc, GIIc, GIIIc (J/m2) 40, 40, 10 000
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3. Results and Discussions243

3.1. Polymer characterization244

Typical DSC results for the bonding epoxy are shown in Fig. 5(a). Though245

the epoxy system had cured readily at ambient conditions, the curing clearly246

continued during the first DSC cycle (3 �/min, till 200 �). Based on the247

second DSC cycle, the glass transition was observed to occur over a wide248

temperature range and the mid-point was determined: Tg = 116.9 ± 2.2 �.249

Typical DSC results for the CFRP pre-preg are shown in Fig. 5(b) and it can250

be seen that the cure reactions (exotherm) begin after reaching 114–115 �251

(ramp 3 �/min). As it is typical for epoxy-based matrices, the glass transi-252

tion was observed to occur over a wide temperature range and the mid-point253

was determined: Tg = 126.0 ± 1.1 � (second cycle, ramp 3 �/min). Typical254

DMTA results for the fully cured UD CFRP are shown in Fig. 5(c). Based255

on DMTA, the extrapolated glass transition onset according to storage mod-256

ulus was 114.4 ± 0.86 � and tanδ peak occurred at 132.7 ± 0.36 �. The257

results correspond well to the Tg values reported by the manufacturers, 116–258

120 � (onset) [31] and 125 � [32] for the bonding epoxy and CFRP in fully259

cured condition, respectively.260

The 3-point bend testing results for the bonding epoxy at the ambient261

laboratory conditions and 90 � are shown in Fig. 5(d). At a room tempera-262

ture, the behavior of the epoxy samples was brittle and the ultimate flexural263

strength was determined to be 118.4 ± 9.5 MPa. At 90 �, the flexural mod-264

ulus decreased by 37% and nonlinearity strain by 18%. Based on the flexural265

tests, the softening of the bonding epoxy had clearly onset at 90 �.266

3.2. Correction functions Cr(T)267

Strain gauge and FBG sensor data were corrected using tungsten as a268

calibration material. Thermo-mechanical properties of tungsten are well re-269

ported in the current literature and the CTE of rolled pure tungsten foil270

has been determined to be 4.5 µm/(m �) [30] over the temperature range271

applied to this study. Raw data from FBG sensors is shown in Fig. 6(a) and272

it can be seen that the slope of the strain-temperature (ε-T ) curve upon the273

heating is non-linear due to the slower heat-up in the Pt-100 sensor compared274

to the tungsten foil sample. For every first cycle per sample, the bonding of275

the FBG fiber relaxes significantly. However, due to the post-curing of the276

bonding epoxy, the behavior is essentially linear during the cool-down phase277

and subsequent cycles.278
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 5: Thermo-mechanical analysis for the polymers used: a) typical DSC curves for
the bonding epoxy after room temperature cure; b) typical DSC curves for the CFRP pre-
preg; c) typical DMA curves for fully cured CFRP used in this study; d) 3-point bending
test results.

The FBG sensor data after subtraction of strain data of the compen-279

sation sensor (i.e. temperature compensation) is shown in Fig. 6(b). The280

temperature compensation clearly extracts part of the initial non-linearity,281

yet the slope does not fully correspond to tungsten CTE due to slightly282

added expansion by the bonding epoxy. By least squares fitting a line for the283

cool-down phase below the glass transition (relaxation) of the bonding epoxy284

(T = 114 ± 3 �...37 ± 3 �), an apparent CTE of 4.806 ± 0.180 µm/(m �)285

was determined. Based on the known CTE of tungsten [30], linear correction286

functions Cr(T ) = -0.106 µm/(m �) (T – T0) and Cr(T ) =287

-0.357 µm/(m �) (T – T0) were determined for every first cycle after sensor288

bonding and further cycles, respectively.289

Raw data from strain gauges is shown in Fig. 6(c). Strain gauge measure-290
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a) b)

c)

Figure 6: Temperature cycling for calibration: a) raw data from FBG sensors for different
cure cycles; b) temperature-compensated data from FBG sensors for a typical cure cycle;
c) raw data from strain gauges for different cure cycles.

ments incur significantly higher error (non-linearity) due to heat conducted291

via lead wires and presumably due to stronger effect by the bonding over292

a large sensor base. The ε-T slope during the heating experiences a sud-293

den turn at high temperatures—due to reaching Tg and relaxation of the294

bonding epoxy. Also, the temperature measured by the Pt-100 sensor upon295

the heat-up does not exactly match the tungsten foil and gauge tempera-296

ture. The effect by the heating rate applied per cycle can clearly be observed297

since it shifts the slope turning point towards the determined Tg = 116.9 �298

(DSC). An apparent CTE as high as 6.620 ± 0.178 µm/(m �) was deter-299

mined based on all the raw data. According to the known CTE of tungsten,300

linear correction functions for the strain gauges were determined: Cr(T ) =301

-2.238 µm/(m �) (T – T0) and Cr(T ) = -2.207 µm/(m �) (T – T0) for every302

first cycle after gauge bonding, and for further cycles, respectively.303
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3.3. Measured thermal expansion of UD CFRP laminate304

In order to determine the effect of sensor embedding on the signal output305

and also to gain material data for the simulation, thermal expansion behavior306

of the CFRP was measured. Raw and error-corrected data from the temper-307

ature cycling of the fully cured CFRP sample is shown in Fig. 7. It can be308

seen that the strain indicated by an FBG sensor is mostly due to thermal309

effects by the optical fiber itself (5...8 µm/(m �)[33]), which emphasizes the310

difficulty in determining the CTE of CFRP and CFRP-based hybrids. After311

temperature compensation and error-correction, CTE for the linear region of312

the cool-down phase (T = 110 ± 1 �...54 ± 21 �) was determined. Based313

on the FBG sensor data, fiber-direction CTE of -0.952 ± 0.021 µm/(m �)314

was determined—essentially agreeing typical values of comparable CFRP UD315

laminates [13, 34]. For the strain gauge output, the error-corrected data was316

far from a straight line, yet a fit over the linear region of the cool-down phase317

resulted in a reasonable CTE estimate of -0.857 ± 0.129 µm/(m �)—the de-318

viation covering the average CTE value determined using the FBG sensor319

data.320

For the transverse direction, only strain gauge data was measured. The321

response was merely linear up to the glass transition onset (85–95 �). Above322

the proportionality limit, the strain accumulation increased, suggesting rather323

strong Poisson’s effect due to the contraction in the CFRP fiber direction.324

The non-linear behavior could also be due to gauge debonding—however,325

the cool-down curves matched with the heat-up curves indicating good bond.326

Least squares fitting over the linear region (T = 111 ± 2 �...66 ± 1 �) re-327

sulted in a CTE estimate of 43.85 ± 0.87 µm/(m �)—which agrees well with328

the simulation results and experimental data of comparable CFRP materials329

in the current literature [35, 36].330

3.4. Correction function for embedded strain gauges331

The measurements reported in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 were acquired by using332

sensors bonded on a free surface. If measurements are to be made using fully333

embedded sensors, the effects due to the embedding must be known. To334

determine correction functions for embedding, CFRP samples were cured335

inside the silicone mould (see Fig. 2) with sensors placed between the pre-336

preg layers during fabrication; a symmetric lay-up of [010/S/010] was applied.337

Raw data from an embedded strain gauge is shown in Fig. 8(a). During the338

heat-up within the first cure cycle, the gauge is essentially free to expand339

itself (adoptable CTE 1.0 µm/(m �)) as well as along the expanding matrix340
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a) b)

c)

Figure 7: Temperature cycling for fully cured CFRP: a) raw data in (UD) fiber direction
from FBG sensors; b) temperature-compensated and error-corrected data in (UD) fiber
direction from strain gauges and a FBG sensor; c) raw data, error-corrected, and fitted
ε-T curves in transverse direction based on strain gauge data.

resin of the pre-preg. In turn, during the cool-down phase, the gauge bonds341

to the cured CFRP—the following response being essentially linear. Again,342

the non-linearity during the heat-up is strongly heating rate-dependent and343

theoretically could be minimized using as low as possible heating rate. A344

comparison with the data using a fully cured CFRP and surface mounting345

are given in Fig. 8(b). The correction function for the embedding placement346

was determined for raw data to avoid error due to the linearization of the347

error-correction function (determined in Section 3.2). For simplification, the348

embedding correction function was defined linear (see Eq. 2), with a final form349

of Cre(T ) = 1.60 µm/(m �) (T – T0). The FBG sensors did not experience350

identifiable error due to the embedding. FBG sensors are in general used as351

embedded and behave well in composite material applications [15, 13].352
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a) b)

Figure 8: Temperature cycling on CFRP with embedded sensors: a) raw data in (UD)
fiber direction from strain gauges for a typical cure cycle; b) comparison of raw data in
(UD) fiber direction for an embedded strain gauge and free surface-mounted strain gauge.

3.5. Internal strains in CFRP-W hybrids353

The thermo-mechanical response of the CFRP-tungsten hybrids in the354

fiber direction was analyzed using sensors bonded on tungsten foil using the355

bonding epoxy. Prior to lamination, the sensor bond was post-cured using356

a typical cure cycle (see Fig. 1) to avoid non-linearity due to yielding of357

the bonding epoxy. Test samples were prepared (1) with an FBG sensor358

and strain gauge bonded side-by-side, (2) with a strain gauge alone, and359

also (3) without any sensor mounting. Typical raw data measured using a360

strain gauge is shown in Fig. 9(a). The tungsten foil expands rather freely361

during the first cycle, resembling measurements shown in Fig. 6(c). During362

the cool-down phase, the tungsten layer with the sensors bonds to the cured363

CFRP—the response being essentially linear. Fig. 9(b) shows temperature-364

compensated and error-corrected data from an FBG sensor and the same hy-365

brid sample as in Fig. 9(a)—indicating the negative effective CTE of the hy-366

brid sample in the fiber direction (slope during the cool-down). Fitting over367

the linear region (T = 110 ± 3 �...65 ± 3 �) of the cool-down phase resulted368

in CTE estimates of -0.497 ± 0.001 µm/(m �) and -0.630 ± 0.083 µm/(m �)369

for the FBG data and strain gauge data, respectively, when data from a sin-370

gle sample with both sensors is used. The variation between different hybrid371

samples was studied using strain gauge measurements; the variation in the372

effective CTE was observed high (0.617 ± 1.297 µm/(m �)) as is reported373

typical of metal-polymer hybrids in the current literature [36, 22].374

The FBG data measured using a fully cured hybrid sample completely375
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 9: Temperature cycling on CFRP-tungsten hybrids: a) raw data in (UD) fiber
direction from a strain gauge; b) temperature-compensated and error-corrected data in
(UD) fiber direction from an FBG sensor; c) comparison of strain gauge data measured
on tungsten and between CFRP layers; d) comparison of FBG sensor data measured on
tungsten and between CFRP layers inside the hybrid.

removed from the mould and placed directly in oven air, illustrates the effect376

of the vacuum and the silicone mould (see Fig. 9(b)). The soft mould does not377

affect the thermal expansion (contraction) of the hybrid sample but the lack378

of vacuum condition increases non-linearity (mismatch with Pt-100) and the379

temperature compensation sensor records strains in the compensation FBG380

due to the fluctuation of the air circulating in the oven. Additionally, a381

comparison was made using sensors embedded between pre-preg layers (lay-382

up [014/W/0/S/06]) and not pre-bonded. There was no observable difference383

in the behavior during the cool-down phase (Figs. 9(c)–(d)).384

The sensor bond and attachment to the surrounding CFRP material was385

studied via SEM imaging. For an optical fiber, the bonding on a free surface386
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basically encloses the grating (FBG), as shown in Fig. 10(a). In contrast, a387

strain gauge bonds from under the base and its sides with the bonding epoxy388

(see Fig. 10(b)), explaining the difference between surface-bonded and em-389

bedded mounting (see Section 3.4). Also, the embedding presumably inhibits390

heat conduction by the lead wires into the gauge grid.

a) b)

Figure 10: Cross-sectional SEM imaging of embedded sensors (hybrid sample): a) FBG
sensor; b) strain gauge.

391

3.6. Curvature due to residual stresses and mould deformation392

The anisotropic material properties and the asymmetric lay-up of the393

hybrid samples results in deformation within the cure cycle. However, the394

deformations are very slight and accompanied by curvature due to deforma-395

tion of the silicone mould by the vacuum bag. The overall shape of a pure396

CFRP sample was measured to determine the effect of mould deformation,397

as shown in Fig. 11(a). To determine curvatures of the hybrid samples, local398

measurements were used (Fig. 11(b)). It can be seen (Fig. 11(c)) that, due399

to the deformation of the mould, the pure CFRP samples are thicker in the400

middle (curvature for the longitudinal direction 219.1 mm). Also, it can be401

seen that the roughness introduced by the peel ply fabric was within the or-402

der of magnitude of the deformation by residual strains (i.e. curvature). The403

curvature of the hybrid samples was generally low, compared to the trans-404

verse direction, and seemed not to represent an ideal circle. Least squares405

fitting resulted in estimative radiuses of curvature (series of five samples) of406

501.4 ± 220 mm and 128.6 ± 32 mm for the fiber and transverse direction,407

respectively.408
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a)

-600                                             600

b)

c) d)

Figure 11: Measured surface shapes: a) overall scan on pure CFRP sample (Z = 6 mm); b)
local scan on CFRP-tungsten hybrid (Z = 6 mm); c) top and bottom surface curvature on
pure CFRP sample; d) local surface curvature on CFRP-tungsten hybrid (Z = 6 mm) with
compensation based on CFRP sample shape (measurement origin shifted toX = 19.5 mm).

3.7. Simulated deformation and internal strains409

FEA can be used to compute the accumulation of pure residual strain410

without any influence of sensors in the CFRP-tungsten hybrid during a vir-411

tual cool-down phase. The macro-scale deformation according to the simula-412

tion is shown in Fig. 12, illustrating the double-curved shape observed from413

the profilometer data correspondingly. The longitudinal curvature by the414

simulation is significantly less (radius 460 m) than what was fitted based on415

the profilometry and compensated using the pure CFRP sample’s curvature416

(resulting radius 282 mm). Here, the deformation of the very stiff hybrid417

sample due to the asymmetric lay-up is simply within the surface roughness418

and mould-deformation of the experiments making the comparison based on419

deformations difficult. The experimental and simulated strain buildup on the420
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surface of the tungsten layer is presented in Fig. 13(a)–(b). Over the sensor421

location (≈5 mm away from free edge), the longitudinal strain is essentially422

constant, ruling out the effect of strain gradient on the experimentally mea-423

sured strains. As a function of temperature difference, the absolute residual424

strain builds up higher in the simulation over the linear range. The results425

show that the CTE value determined for the CFRP parts is crucial for the ac-426

curacy of the residual strain simulation in hybrid materials. This underlines427

the fact that direct measurement of residual strain in each specific structural428

part is important. It is well known that the thermal expansion of CFRP is429

extremely sensitive to slight changes, e.g., in the fiber volume fraction [36],430

and results considerably scatter between different items.

Figure 12: Finite element analysis of the thermo-mechanical response: simulated overall
deformation and longitudinal strain (LE11 = εxx) in the hybrid sample. The deformation
scale is ×80 in the figure and data was recorded for a thermal load of ∆T = 98 °C.

431

4. Conclusions432

Embedded foil strain gauges has not been successfully applied for mea-433

suring thermal expansion (residual strain) in CFRP and no attempt has been434

published using hybrid materials in the current literature. In this work, the435

application of structure-integrated strain gauges was studied for hybrid lam-436

inates, which were prepared using CFRP and tungsten foils and intended for437

spacecraft applications. Test-specific correction functions for thermal output438

were first calibrated based on thermal expansion of pure tungsten. Second,439

the effect of sensor embedding into CFRP was determined for the strain440
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a) b)

Figure 13: Comparison of the experimental data and simulated longitudinal strain (LE11
= εxx) during the cool-down phase: a) simulated distribution over the tungsten layer
inside the hybrid; b) strain buildup as a function of temperature. The FEA deformation
scale is ×80 in the figure.

measurements. Third, the strain accumulation in the CFRP-tungsten hy-441

brid during different cure cycles was analyzed based on the data from strain442

gauges, fiber Bragg grating sensors, and a finite element simulation. The443

main conclusions based on the results are:444

� Embedded electrical resistance strain gauges can be used to determine445

thermal expansion of a hybrid laminate with a high accuracy when446

thermal output is compensated using a case-specific correction function447

(absolute residual strain error < 75 µm/m in this study).448

� The correction function for an embedded strain gauge must account449

for the specific temperature measurement setup, gauge bonding, and450

embedding.451

� When compared to measurements using fiber Bragg grating sensors,452

the relative difference for the strain gauge data is on a reasonable level453

(difference in the linearized CTE of the hybrid ≈20%).454

� For accurate residual strain measurements during temperature cycling,455

the underlining cause of varying error in the determined mechanical456

strain is the mismatch between the prevailing temperature in the strain457

sensor and the prevailing temperature in the temperature sensor. An458

independent temperature sensor should be positioned as close as pos-459

sible to the strain sensor and with minimum effects to strain fields.460
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Appendix A.586

Appendix A.1. Error sources of electrical resistance foil strain gauges587

In general, the strain reading from any instrumented sample is determined588

based on the resistance change (∆R) in the strain gauge grid:589

εRD =
∆R

Gs

, (A.1)

where Gs is the gauge factor of the strain gauge grid. However, due to a590

change in temperature during a measurement, the strain gauge reading will591

indicate the following combination:592

εRD = εMD + εTO + εW , (A.2)

where εMD is the strain in the measured sample material due to external593

mechanical loading, εTO is the thermal output (i.e. strain due to thermal594

effects, sometimes called ’apparent strain’), and εW is false strain indication595

due to thermally induced resistance changes in the lead wires of the gauge.596

The strain due to thermal effects (εTO) is governed by the following gen-597

eralized equation [19]:598

εTO =

[
αR(T )

Gs

+
1 +Kt(αm + αgb + αg

1 −Ktµc

]
∆T, (A.3)

where ∆T is the prevailing temperature difference, αR(T ) is the resistive599

temperature coefficient of the strain gauge as a function of temperature, αg600

is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion (CTE) of the gauge grid, αm601

is the CTE of the measured sample material, αgb is the CTE of the gauge602

base, Kt is the transverse sensitivity factor of the strain gauge, and µc is603

the Poisson’s ratio of the material used in the gauge calibration (by the604

manufacturer). It is clear that the strain reading due to thermal effects can605

be totally cancelled, when the right-hand side in Eq. A.3 yields zero. Eq. A.3606

is usually presented in a simplified form [37]:607

εTO =

[
αR(T )

Gs

+ (αm − βg)

]
∆T, (A.4)

where βg is the ’adoptable’ CTE of the strain gauge (combination of base608

and grid properties).609
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In addition to the thermal effects defined above, the strain-to-electric610

resistance relation of the grid material (Eq. A.1) does not remain constant611

due to change of temperature. Therefore, the value of the gauge factor is612

typically corrected as follows [19]:613

GsT = GsR

[
1 +

∆GF (%)

100

]
∆T, (A.5)

where GsT is the gauge factor at a specific ’ambient’ temperature, GsR is the614

gauge factor at a reference temperature, and GF is the percentage change in615

the gauge factor when the temperature shifts from the ambient temperature616

to the reference (test) temperature.617

Appendix A.2. Thermal compensation of FBG sensors in optical fibers618

In an optical fiber, the grating periodicity (grid spacing) of an FBG sen-619

sor, GFBG, determines the specific wave-length (peak) of the reflected light620

[15]:621

GFBG =
λB
2n
, (A.6)

where λB is the Bragg wave-length and n is the effective refractive index622

(1.45) of the optical fiber core. Any change in the grid spacing, or in the623

refractive index, will lead to a shift in the reflected wave-length peak, and624

can be transformed to a strain reading:625

∆λ

λB
= k · εRD, (A.7)

where the factor k is based on the photo-elastic coefficient, p, of the optical626

fiber (k = 1 − p ≈ 0.78 [15]).627

In the event of temperature change during a test, the fiber will expand628

(affecting grid spacing) and the refractive index will alter as well. These629

thermal effects can be compensated from the strain indication as follows630

[33]:631

εRD − εTO =
∆λ

λB

1

k
−
(
αgr +

αδ
k

)
∆T, (A.8)

where ∆T is the prevailing temperature difference, αgr is the CTE of glass632

(silica), αδ is the thermo-optic coefficient.633
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